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Liais invention relates to building construc 
tion, aid its general object is to provisie a cow 
eig, designed for a roof and outer walls of 
a, building that can be easily and quickly 8p 

5 pied, throughly instates the building against 
eat, and cold, is heat is apearance, fire proof, 

3ai is lot effected by Weather elements include 
igg winds of high velocity with the result it, Will 
as for a prolong period of tigne without at 

16 tention of repairs. 
A griscipal coject, of the invertion is to prove 

vide a, covering of the character set forti, that 
ir cities rigid cornposition siningles and CE 
risting or rust, resisting netallic cleats to pro 

5 wice a, leak proof connection between confront 
ing portions of the shingles or siding and as a, 
snai overlap is all that is recessay, Wei tie 
cleats are used With the singles, a large 3rea, 
can be a nply and cornpletely covered wit, 8, 

2 raining anourt of shingles. 
Antier cbject of tie inventio is to provide 

2, single clieat that cooperates with Securing 
Fea's for the singles to hold the atter is co 
operative relation with respect to each other and 

25 ig. 3. ign next, and is completely aidden, fior. 
View icy the shingles. 
A still further object of the invention is to 

g:"Olise as, 
Structioa, inexpensive to n2rtifact are, easy to 

30 aggly £26 extremely efficient in, operatio), and 
Service. 

Sais invention also consists it), certain other 
features of construction and in the corbia 
tion and arrangement of the several parts, to be 

35 hereinafter fully described, illustrated in the 
acco paying drawing and Specifically gointed 
0.3% in the appended cairn. 
3. describing our invention, in detail, refer. 

ence will he had to the accorngarying draw 
40 ig wherein like characters denote like or cor 

respading parts thiro ghoa, the Seyeral views, 
and is, viiich: 
Eigre A is a longitudia section a view talker. 

through, a, roof coasticted in accordance with, 
45 yar invention. 

Sigure 2 is a front view showing the covering 
applied to & side Wall of a guilding. 

Eigtse 3 is 3, Sectioxa view taken approxia 
nately on line 3-3 of Figure 2. 

s 

cates & Ortion of a roof of a building, 
Wici, our covering is secured, as show, 

iowever, the covering can be ape 

shingle cleat, that is single in coxae 

(Ct. 63. I-9) 

plied to the outer was of 8, building as indi 
cated in Figure 2 and the covering includes a 
sheet i. of insulating material of the fabric type 
Such as celotex or the like which provides the 
in neit layer for the cover. 
The shingles which are indicated by the ref. 

erence numeral 2 &y ae of any size and thick 
ness for the purpose intended and are formed 
fron & Co position of cerent and asbestos or 
other like material, with the result, they are not 
only fire proof and cannot curl or buckie, but 
are provided with openings 3 adjacent, one of the 
edges thereof for the purpose of accommodating 
Securing (means such as nails or the like 4. 
The shingles are arranged in overlapping rela 

tion with respect to each other as best shown in 
Figure , 3...d Iailed (2 top of the sheet of in 
Sulating material with the result the latter 
acts &S 2, clashioaig reas therefor. 
The shingles or siding are arranged in end to 

end relation and in order to provide a leak proof 
Connection between the ends we use a, cleat, of 
the type as best showa in Figure 4, that is 
formed from a single sheet of non-rusting or 
irust resisting retal such as copper or alumi 
Urr, and the cle&i, includes a body 5 that is 

elor gated and of 8, Widia coextensive with the 
Width 0: the shingles is will be noted upon in 
Spection of Sigure 2. 
Forred with one end of the body 5 is a right 

angle flange 3 whicia acts in the capacity as a 
incolk nea. S &rd includes 3, portion disposed in 
garallelisin with the body to engage the top or 
outer side of the shingles, while the remaining 
portion of the flagge 6 engages the upper edges, 
with the result, the right angle fange holds the 
shingles in aiigninent, with respect to each other 
and has a tendency to cooperate with the nails 
4 in fixedly a SSociating the shingies. Formed 
with, the body at the longitudinal edges thereof 
are channel grooves which as shown in Figure 
3 are disgosed go opposite sides of the meeting 
ends of the shingies. These channels are for 
tie purpose of directing water that may seep 
through tire is at le:Weegh the ends of the 
shingles, to the outer side of the roof, there 
fore the cleat, Snot, only provides a leak proof co 
nection between the ea?is of the shitgies but also 
allows for the use of a raini; L.E. annot, of 
shingles to cover a relatively large area of space 
in that the sizingles can be overlapped a sliga, 
distance as write apparest, post is action of 
Figure 2. 

Disposed betwear the overagged portions of 
the shingles are ilexible ?elerants 8 in the for 
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of rope and which is saturated with &Sphalt and 
may be formed from hemp or the like, but in aEhy 
event the flexible elements prevent driving rair). 
ion passing etWeen the overlapped portions, 
as well as act as cushioning means for the 
shingles as will b2 apparent. 

In applying our covering, the sheets of insulater 
ing material are first laid, and the first row of 
shingles are nailed in place, with a flexible ele 
ment below the same and arranged adjacent the 
oWeir edge of the roW. The cleats are then in a 
serted with their body portions underlying the 
confronting ends of the shingles, and the next 
row of shingles are nailed in place with the 
flexible element between the overlapped portions 
of the first and second rows. This operatio) is 
continued until the entire roof or side wall is 
completely covered, and it will ce obvious that, 8, 
roof or side Wall that is finished with our cover 
ing will last for an indefinite period of time 
without attention or repairs. 
While We have stated that the shingles are 

formed from a composition of asphalt and con 
Crete, We Want it understood that the shigagles 
can be for ned from slate, clay or other similar 
non-fielle fire resisting naterial. 

, is foughi frox. R0 oregoing description 

3,88,5i. 8) 
that the advantages and novel features of our 
invention will ca realily apparent. 
We desire it, to be inderstood that We ray 

Snake changes in the construction 22nd in the 
connoitation and arrangement of tie Severa 
parts, provided that such changes fall within the 
scope of the appended clair). 
What We claim is:- 
The combination of a plurality of layed 

shingles overlapping each other in one direction 
of the lay tiereof, With joints between said 
shingles, cleats underlying the joints between 
said shingles and overlapped a considerable dis 
tance thereby at the joints, each of Said cleats 
being formed with trough-like edges parallel 
with each other and at Opposite sides of the 
joints between the shingles &nd opening in the 
direction of Water flow courses upon S2d 
shingles, and hook ends on said cleats to engage 
With the underlying edges of the shingles et the 
overlap thereof, each cleat presenting at its side 
next to the shingles & non-protruding Surface 
for the contact of the joint edges of said shingles 
adjacent each other throughout the lay of Said 
shingles. 

JOHN ?. WOC3. 
OEN A IcWEN. 
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